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1. **International human rights law obligations of the United States federal government and of relevant state and local governments; Road map of the article; Hurricane Katrina background**

1.1 **Katrina - a category 5 hurricane - ravages New Orleans and the Gulf Coast leaving death and devastation in its wake.** Hurricane Katrina, with brutal, devastating force, struck New Orleans and the U.S. Gulf Coast on August 29, 2005, leaving in its wake destroyed homes, livelihoods, and human lives. New Orleans flooded as the levees protecting the city from Lake Ponchartrain and the Mississippi River buckled to the pressures of category 5 Hurricane-induced waters. Because the destruction was of a magnitude never before experienced in this region, finger pointing began almost immediately. Accusations were made regarding lack of preparedness for such a storm, particularly regarding federal, state, and local government officials’ failure to repair the antiquated and neglected levees that were meant to protect New Orleans from disasters such as Hurricane Katrina. The world cried racism and discrimination against the poor. New Orleans was seventy percent black, with a large proportion of residents living below the poverty line. There was perceived apathy for the poor, particularly blacks, who comprised the bulk of those living in New Orleans’ most vulnerable neighborhoods that experienced the greatest hurricane damage. Poor blacks were disproportionately affected negatively by Katrina. Something went horribly wrong in New Orleans before, during, and after Katrina. Nature caught the city off guard as the levees broke, swallowing up...
large sections of poor minority neighborhoods, leaving many people - who were unable to marshal vehicles and funds or other means to evacuate - to drown or die from lack of medical attention, trapping other people in their homes for many days without food or clean water, forcing thousands of people to flee to unsafe and unsanitary sports stadiums for storm protection, and forcing thousands *357 to evacuate the city for higher ground. Perceived and actual ineptitude plagued recovery efforts, which were notably slow in commencing and weak in eventual execution.

1.2 United States international human rights law obligations. The United States government is obligated under international human rights law to ensure that all persons in the United States - including all persons directly or indirectly affected by Hurricane Katrina - are fully afforded a panoply of human rights in many areas, including civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights. These U.S. obligations arise principally under international human rights law treaties and customary international law. State and local governments are similarly obligated to protect these rights, and the United States government is charged with ensuring that state and local authorities carry out their derivative responsibilities. The government must also ensure that effective mechanisms are in place to protect against human rights violations by non-state actors (e.g., corporations that price gouge, private citizens who discriminate, etc). Individuals and bodies appointed by the United Nations or other intergovernmental organizations are charged with investigating and reporting on whether the United States is in compliance with international human rights law, or whether the United States is breaching the internationally recognized human rights of U.S. citizens or other persons subject to the jurisdiction of the United States. The Appendices to this article identify some of the individuals (e.g., U.N. Special Rapporteurs) and bodies (e.g., U.N. Working Groups) charged with monitoring international human rights law violations by the United States.

1.3 Road map of article. This article discusses public international law generally and one of its key subsets, international human rights law. It identifies two principal international human rights law sources relevant to Katrina violations (treaties and customary international law), and it enumerates specific international human rights protections that are provided for in these legal sources (e.g., civil, political, economic, *358 social, and cultural rights protections). This article explains how and why these norms bind the United States government (and state and local governments) and generally discusses how the human rights protections can and should be applied to the Gulf area affected by Katrina. Though this article does not attempt comprehensively to analyze whether and how the government breached or is continuing to breach Katrina-related rights, the article concludes, based on the facts and assertions it examines, that international human rights law violations occurred before and during Katrina, and that international human rights law violations continue after Katrina. Further, this article concludes that a concerted commitment by governmental officials is needed to help ensure that these violations are remedied and that all people of New Orleans and the Gulf Region are afforded their full panoply of internationally recognized human rights in all categories, including civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights.*3

B. Basic international law and international human rights law principles (General)

2. What is international law? (Some basic principles)

2.1 Public international law - definition. “Public international law,” which is also commonly known as “the law of nations” or simply as “international law,” governs relationships between and among sovereign States as international actors. Public international law also *359 governs relationships between and among sovereign States and other international actors, such as inter-governmental organizations and individual natural persons.

2.2 International law operates on two planes: The international plane and the domestic plane.

2.2.1 On the international plane, sovereign States negotiate and conclude treaties that bind them in inter-state relations. Sovereign States participate in the creation and identification of customary international law norms and general principles of law that also govern relations between and among international actors. On the international plane, if a State perpetrates an international wrong (or delict) against another State, the offending State engages state responsibility for that wrong and incurs an obligation to remedy the wrong vis-à-vis the offended State.

2.2.2 On the domestic plane, sovereign States incorporate international law norms into their domestic law, and domestic courts interpret and apply international law. On the domestic plane, international law does not operate as a distinct legal
system, but it operates as a branch of domestic law.

2.2.3 In the United States, international law is a branch of domestic law. The Restatement (Third) of the Law on the Foreign Relations Law of the United States reflects “the rules that an impartial tribunal would apply if charged with deciding a controversy in accordance with international law.”

2.3 International law: Dualism v. Monism

2.3.1 In a dualist system, international law is a separate system from domestic law as regards subject matter and procedure. Generally, a domestic court in a dualist system would look to domestic law when resolving disputes, and an international court would look to international law. International law would be used to resolve disputes that affect relations between and among States at the international level.

2.3.2 In a monist system, international law is a subset of domestic law and is used in resolving disputes in domestic courts.

2.3.3 The United States is essentially a monist system since “international law is part of our law,” and international law is “the law of the land.” Thus, international law can be, should be, and indeed is considered by United States courts. The doctrine of nonself-executing treaties, though rendering some individuals unable effectively to sue to recover for breaches of rights under certain treaties to which the United States is a party, does not render the United States a dualist system.

3. Three basic sources of international law (treaties, customary international law, and general principles of law).

3.1 Treaties. (The first source of international law). A “treaty” is an agreement, contractual in nature, between and among States, governed by international law, and intended to be binding. Treaties bind States via express consent generally evidenced by treaty signature and ratification.

3.2 Customary International Law. (The second source of international law). Customary international law derives its binding power via implied consent. Customary international law has two traditional elements that must be satisfied before States are bound by a customary international law norm. These two elements are: (a) state practice; and (b) opinio juris.

3.3 General Principles of Law. (The third source of international law). This article will not focus on general principles of law as the third source of international law as most of the international human rights norms relevant to Katrina derive from the first two sources of international law: (a) treaties; and (b) customary international law.

*3614. The relationship between international law and U.S. law. The United States Supreme Court has repeatedly reaffirmed that “international law ... is part of our law”, for example:

4.1 Hilton v. Guyot, which was decided by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1895, ruled that “international law ... is part of our law and must be ascertained by U.S. courts of justice.”

4.2 The Paquete Habana, ruled in 1900 that “international law is part of our law, and must be ascertained and administered by the courts of justice of appropriate jurisdiction, as often as questions of right depending upon it are duly presented for their determination.”

4.3 Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain reaffirmed the “international law is part of our law” principle, noting that domestic U.S. law recognizes international law or the law of nations and stated that “[f]or two centuries we have affirmed that the domestic law of the United States recognizes the law of nations.”

4.4 Roper v. Simmons, in holding as unconstitutional the execution of minors - persons below the age of eighteen when they committed their crimes - acknowledged “the overwhelming weight of international opinion against the juvenile death

*3624.5* Lawrence v. Texas⁴ struck down as unconstitutional a Texas statute that prohibited two same sex adults from engaging in intimate sexual relations, citing international jurisprudence and noting that “The right the petitioners seek in this case has been accepted as an integral part of human freedom in many other countries.”

4.6 Atkins v. Virginia,¹⁵ which ruled that executing the mentally retarded was cruel and unusual punishment forbidden by the U.S. Constitution, noted that “within the world community, the imposition of the death penalty for crimes committed by mentally retarded offenders is overwhelmingly disapproved.”

4.7 In Grutter v. Bollinger; Gratz v. Bollinger,¹⁶ in which the Court ruled on affirmative action at the University of Michigan, Justice Ginsburg in accompanying opinions cited international human rights law conventions.

5. Non-self-executing treaties (Domestic treaty enforcement). Not all treaties of the United States are such that a person may successfully sustain a cause of action in a U.S. court alleging breach of the treaty in question. A cause of action may be sustained if the treaty is self-executing. A treaty that does not permit a cause of action affirmatively to be brought in a U.S. court may be a non-self-executing treaty. Unfortunately, the United States typically attaches a condition to human rights treaties it ratifies that results in those international human rights law treaties being deemed non-self-executing in the United States. For example, the United States has declared the Civil and Political Rights Covenant to be non-self-executing, rendering unsustainable in a U.S. court an affirmative claim that a right contained in that treaty has been violated.

6. Domestic law cannot be invoked as a defense for breaching international law. A basic rule of international law is that a State may not invoke its domestic law in defense of or as justification for breaching that State’s international obligations. The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties provides in Article 27: “A party may not invoke the provisions of its internal law as justification for its failure to perform a treaty.” U.S. domestic law must be construed in a manner consistent with international law. And, as suggested in the Charming Betsy Rule, in essence, international law trumps domestic law.¹⁷

C. International law relevant to Hurricane Katrina

7. International instruments related to Hurricane Katrina: Treaties (hard law - binding instruments) and soft law instruments (non-binding, but that may contain binding customary international law norms)

7.1 Binding treaties - signed and ratified (binding on the United States)

7.1.1 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.¹⁸ The Civil and Political Rights Covenant provides for a breadbasket of individual rights including, for example, the right to be free from discrimination, the right to vote, and the rights to freedom of expression and association, among other “first generation” rights. The Human Rights Committee is the United Nations Treaty Body charged with overseeing implementation of the Civil and Political Rights Covenant in States party to that treaty.¹⁹ The United States and other parties to this treaty must submit periodic reports to the United Nations Human Rights Committee informing them of whether and how the State is complying with the treaty. In the 2005 summer, the Human Rights Committee invited U.S. nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) to report to the Committee on implementation of rights in the U.S. In October 2005 meetings in *364 Geneva, the Committee received oral and written reports from NGOs on U.S. violations in many areas, including Katrina violations. The U.S. will appear for further related hearings before the Human Rights Committee in Geneva on 17 and 18 July 2006.

7.1.2 International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (Race Convention).²⁰ This Convention provides for freedom from racial discrimination in the context of a wide range of first and second generation rights (such second generation rights including, for example, economic and related rights). The United Nations Race Committee is charged with overseeing this treaty’s implementation.²¹

7.1.3 Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.²² This
Convention prohibits state officials from engaging in torture and cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment that does not rise to the level of torture. Police brutality and other use of force by or condoned by governmental representatives may violate this treaty.

7.1.4 United Nations Charter. This treaty serves as the Constitution of the United Nations, outlining the principal organizational structure and purposes. The Charter calls for the promotion and protection of human rights, generally. The Charter serves as the basis for the creation and continued existence of various United Nations bodies with human rights competency, including the U.N. Human Rights Commission, which is scheduled to be replaced by a new U.N. Human Rights Council in the spring of 2006. In turn, these bodies give rise to “special procedures” or “mechanisms” in the form of United Nations Special Rapporteurs, Working Groups, Independent Experts, and Special Representatives, all of whom are charged with investigating and reporting on human rights violations around the globe. (See Appendix IV to this article for more information about these United Nations procedures and mechanisms.)

7.1.5 Organization of American States. The United States is part of the Inter-American system for human rights promotion and protection, and participates in the work of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights based in Washington, D.C. Furthermore, the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, which is not a treaty, applies to the U.S.

7.2 Treaties that the U.S. has signed but has not ratified, rendering these treaties not binding but nevertheless relevant. Because the United States has signed each of the following treaties, the United States is obligated to refrain from acts that would defeat the object and purpose of these treaties. However, the United States is not bound to comply fully with any of these signed but not ratified treaties. Nevertheless, many of the international human rights norms provided for in these treaties have risen to the level of customary international law, and those customary international law norms bind States, including the United States, irrespective of any treaty ratification.

7.2.1 United Nations International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (Economic Covenant). This Covenant obligates States that are party to the treaty to provide for a range of “second generation” rights, including the right to housing, food, education, etc. The United States has signed this treaty, but it has not ratified it.

7.2.2 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women. This Convention provides for nondiscrimination based on sex for a broad range of many specific first and second generation rights. The United States has signed but not ratified this treaty.

7.2.3 The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). This treaty obligates States that are party to the treaty to ensure a broad range of child-specific first and second generation rights. The United States has signed but not ratified this treaty.

7.3 International instruments that are not treaties, but that contain binding customary international human rights law norms (Soft law instruments)

7.3.1 The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement. Paragraph 2 of the Introduction to the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement defines “internally displaced persons” as “persons or groups of persons who have been forced or obliged to flee or to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of or in order to avoid the effects of... violations of human rights or natural or human-made disasters, and who have not crossed an internationally recognized State border.” The persons who fled the Gulf region are not “refugees” because to be a refugee, a person must flee across national borders for the purpose of escaping persecution. However, these people would qualify as internally displaced persons because they fled human rights violations perpetrated in the Gulf Region. In addition, they qualify as internally displaced persons because they fled the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, the devastation of which was both a natural and human-made disaster.

7.3.2 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). The UDHR was promulgated soon after the United Nations was created as a positive law embodiment of rights to be afforded to all persons. As this instrument was only a declaration without the full binding force of law (not unlike the U.S. Declaration of Independence), efforts were made to generate...
binding human rights law instruments, which led to the Civil and Political Rights Covenant and the Economic Covenant. The human rights norms contained within the UDHR are widely said to have risen to the level of customary international law, and they are thus binding on States irrespective of whether the States in question did or did not ratify any particular treaty.

7.4 Other relevant international instruments

7.4.1 Vienna Declaration and Program of Action. This instrument was adopted by the United Nations World Conference on Human Rights held in Vienna, Austria, in 1993. It provides, in Article 5:

5. All human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated. The international community must treat human rights globally in a fair and equal manner, on the same footing, and with the same emphasis. While the significance of national and regional particularities and various historical, cultural and religious backgrounds must be borne in mind, it is the duty of States, regardless of their political, economic and cultural systems, to promote and protect all human rights and fundamental freedoms.

7.4.2 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. The basic rules regarding creating, becoming bound by, interpreting, complying with, suspending, terminating, and breaching treaties are codified in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. Though the United States has not yet ratified or otherwise become expressly bound by this treaty, it complies with the substantive rules contained therein because, inter alia, the United States recognizes the treaty to be “the authoritative guide to current treaty law and practice.” Furthermore, the United States “accepts the Vienna Convention [on the Law of Treaties] as, in general, constituting a codification of the customary international law governing international agreements.” Article 26 provides, as does Section 321 of the Restatement Third, “[e]very international agreement in force is binding upon the parties to it and must be performed by them in good faith.” Thus, the United States is obligated to comply with the terms of all treaties that it ratifies.

7.4.3 International Law Commission Draft Articles on the Responsibility of States for Wrongful Acts (“Draft Articles on State Responsibility”). Under the ILC Draft Articles on State Responsibility, when a State engages in an internationally wrongful act, state responsibility is triggered, and the offending State owes amends or remedies to the offended State. The breach of an international human rights law treaty or any other treaty is an internationally wrongful act. When the U.S. breaches a treaty, it breaches its obligations to other States that are party to that treaty. Thus, not only does the United States owe remedies to individual victims who are harmed by the U.S. breaches, but also the U.S. owes remedies to States that are offended when the United States breaches international human rights law treaties to which those States and the United States are a party.

7.4.4 United Nations Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials. These Basic Principles, which were adopted at a U.N. Congress in 1990, are guidelines for when and how force should or may be used by law enforcement officials.

7.4.5 Other miscellaneous soft law international instruments. Numerous other soft law international instruments exist that contain principles and guidelines relevant to U.S. breaches of international law in the context of Katrina. Discussion of these other instruments is outside the scope of this article.

*370D. Rights provisions and analysis: What international human rights law provisions of the various international instruments are specifically relevant to events before, during, and after Katrina?

8. Relevant provisions of international instruments that may have been violated before, during, and after Hurricane Katrina. Many government officials, at all levels, have denied the existence of any international human rights law breaches before, during, and after Katrina, or have attempted to justify or excuse actions or inactions that have given rise to claims of international human rights law breaches. Denials or assertions of excuses or justifications do not negate the existence of the rights in question and their applicability, and they do not remedy any violations. This article seeks to identify relevant
international human law rights norms that apply in the context of Katrina and to enumerate and illustrate claims that these rights have been breached. This article does not attempt comprehensively to prove the breaches or determine the merits of any asserted excuses or justifications.

8.1 Right to be free from discrimination; right to equal protection under the law (see also Textbox I, infra at pages 373 - 375)

8.1.1 Race Convention, Article 1(1) defines “racial discrimination” as follows:
1. In this Convention, the term “racial discrimination” shall mean any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life.

8.1.2 Race Convention, Article 5(a) calls for “equality before the law” and non-discrimination in the enjoyment of:
(a) The right to equal treatment before the tribunals and all other organs administering justice.

*3718.1.3 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 2(1) provides:
1. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

8.1.4 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 3 provides:
The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure the equal right of men and women to the enjoyment of all civil and political rights set forth in the present Covenant.

8.1.5 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 26 provides:
All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

8.1.6 American Declaration, Article II provides:
All persons are equal before the law and have the rights and duties established in this Declaration, without distinction as to race, sex, language, creed or any other factor.

8.1.7 Economic Covenant, Article 3 provides:
The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure the equal right of men and women to the enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural rights set forth in the present Covenant.

*3728.1.8 Children’s Convention, Article 2(1) provides:
1. States Parties shall respect and ensure the rights set forth in the present Convention to each child within their jurisdiction without discrimination of any kind, irrespective of the child’s or his or her parent’s or legal guardian’s race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth or other status.
8.1.9 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 1 provides:
   1. Internally displaced persons shall enjoy, in full equality, the same rights and freedoms under international and domestic law as do other persons in their country. They shall not be discriminated against in the enjoyment of any rights and freedoms on the ground that they are internally displaced.

8.1.10 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 4 provides:
   1. These Principles shall be applied without discrimination of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion or belief, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, legal or social status, age, disability, property, birth, or on any other similar criteria.
   2. Certain internally displaced persons, such as children, especially unaccompanied minors, expectant mothers, mothers with young children, female heads of household, persons with disabilities and elderly persons, shall be entitled to protection and assistance required by their condition and to treatment which takes into account their special needs.

8.1.11 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 22 provides, in relevant part:
   1. Internally displaced persons, whether or not they are living in camps, shall not be discriminated against as a result of their displacement in the enjoyment of the following rights: ....

*373 (b) The right to seek freely opportunities for employment and to participate in economic activities;

(c) The right to associate freely and participate equally in community affairs;

(d) The right to vote and to participate in governmental and public affairs, including the right to have access to the means necessary to exercise this right ...

Textbox I: Were there violations of the right to be free from discrimination and/or the right to equal protection under the law before Katrina, during Katrina, and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?

• Were any of the following individuals or groups of persons discriminated against by government officials or private persons or entities before, during or after Katrina: racial minorities; youth; the infirm; women; same-sex couples or other sexual minorities (e.g., gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgendered persons); immigrants; the poor?

*374 • Were racial minorities, the poor, or other individuals or groups of persons abandoned during the evacuation and left to fend for themselves, while non-minorities and the non-poor were not left behind and were looked after?

• Were racial minorities and poor persons disproportionately trapped in unsanitary and unsafe shelters during and after Katrina?

• Were incapacitated aged and infirm persons disproportionately trapped in their homes, in nursing homes, or in hospitals without being evacuated or adequately cared for during Katrina?

• Has FEMA or other governmental or private relief assistance been distributed without discrimination based on race, ethnic background, sexual orientation, class, economic background, or other status?

• What role did race play in the accessibility or availability of public or private means of transportation out of the flood-ravaged areas? Were racial minorities and the poor disproportionately without means of evacuation, and if so, what economic or social factors contributed to this?
• What role might discrimination and racial stereotyping have played in the media’s portrayal of minority Katrina victims? For example, when media images appeared of similarly situated blacks and whites separately wading through water carrying food in New Orleans, why did the captions label the blacks as “looters” while labeling the whites as persons who “found” food?4

• Was the media threatened or manipulated by governmental authorities *375 and prevented from access to accurate information before, during and after Katrina? Did the media covering Katrina and its aftermath have comprehensive access to all the information required to report fully on Katrina-related issues? Was the right freely to impart and receive accurate information breached?

• What role might discrimination have played in the orders to law enforcement and military personnel to “shoot on sight” persons suspected of looting, when most of those suspects were racial minorities?

• Did law enforcement officers disproportionately arrest, beat, and otherwise abuse blacks, other minorities, and/or poor persons?

• Were blacks and other minorities disproportionately represented among those who died or were injured because of Katrina? Were the homes of racial minorities and poor persons primarily in the areas of the city that were most vulnerable to harm from a category 5 hurricane, and were they the homes that indeed experienced the most damage from the hurricane?

• Were same-sex couples or other sexual minorities discriminated against in the provision of information about missing partners, in the distribution of FEMA and other assistance, in abuse at the evacuation shelters, or otherwise?

8.2 Right to life; right to human dignity; and right to recognition as a person (see also Textbox II, infra at pages 378 - 379)

8.2.1 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 6 provides:
Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.

8.2.2 American Declaration, Article I provides:
Every human being has the right to life, liberty and the security of his person.

8.2.3 American Declaration, Article XVII provides:
Every person has the right to be recognized everywhere as a person having rights and obligations, and to enjoy the basic civil rights.

*3768.2.4 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 8 provides:
Displacement shall not be carried out in a manner that violates the rights to life, dignity, liberty and security of those affected.

8.2.5 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 10 provides, in relevant part:
1. Every human being has the inherent right to life which shall be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his or her life.
8.2.6 Children’s Convention, Article 6 provides:
1. States Parties recognize that every child has the inherent right to life.
2. States Parties shall ensure to the maximum extent possible the survival and development of the child.

8.2.7 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 11 provides, in relevant part:
1. Every human being has the right to dignity and physical, mental and moral integrity.

8.2.8 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 20 provides, in relevant part:
1. Every human being has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.
2. To give effect to this right for internally displaced persons, the authorities concerned shall issue to them all documents necessary for the enjoyment and exercise of their legal rights, such as passports, personal identification documents, birth certificates and marriage certificates. In particular, the authorities shall facilitate the issuance of new documents or the replacement of documents lost in the course of displacement, without imposing unreasonable conditions, such as requiring the return to one’s area of habitual residence in order to obtain these or other required documents.

*3778.2.9 United Nations Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials, Articles 4 and 5 provide, in relevant part:
4. Law enforcement officials, in carrying out their duty, shall, as far as possible, apply non-violent means before resorting to the use of force and firearms. They may use force and firearms only if other means remain ineffective or without any promise of achieving the intended result.
5. Whenever the lawful use of force and firearms is unavoidable, law enforcement officials shall:
   (a) Exercise restraint in such use and act in proportion to the seriousness of the offence and the legitimate objective to be achieved;
   (b) Minimize damage and injury, and respect and preserve human life.

8.2.10 United Nations Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials, Articles 7, 8 and 9 provide:
7. Governments shall ensure that arbitrary or abusive use of force and firearms by law enforcement officials is punished as a criminal offence under their law.
8. Exceptional circumstances such as internal political instability or any other public emergency may not be invoked to justify any departure from these basic principles.
9. Law enforcement officials shall not use firearms against persons except in self-defence or defence of others against the imminent threat of death or serious injury, to prevent the perpetration of a particularly serious crime involving grave threat to life, to arrest a person presenting such a danger and resisting their authority, or to prevent his or her escape, and only when less extreme means are insufficient to achieve these objectives. In any event, intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly unavoidable in order to protect life.
*3788.2.11 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 7 provides, in relevant part:

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Textbox II: Were there violations of the right to life, the right to human dignity, and/or the right to recognition as a person before Katrina, during Katrina, and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?

- Were violations of the right to life, the right to human dignity, and/or the right to recognition as a person triggered by inadequate warnings, inadequate supplies, inadequate emergency equipment on hand, and general inadequate preparedness for a disaster such as Hurricane Katrina?

- Did the government’s non-reinforcement of the levees, which were built by the Army Corps of Engineers, contribute to denial of the right to life? Is the U.S. government devoting adequate resources to bolster the levee system post-Katrina?

- Did the non-existence of government evacuation plans contribute to the breach of the right to life?

- Did government officials breach the right to life and the right to *379 human dignity by issuing “shoot on sight” orders, which are prohibited under international human rights law? Was excessive force used, beyond that permitted by self-defense or other legitimate purposes? Was the force employed disproportionate to any perceived threats?

- What is the relationship between economic rights (such as the right to food, housing, health, and an adequate standard of living) and the right to life and the right to human dignity? Did the denial of economic rights contribute to the denial of the right to life and the right to human dignity?

- What constitutes “inhumane treatment” or “degrading treatment?”

- Is it inhumane or degrading treatment for governmental authorities to abandon jailed persons in chest-high flooded cells, without clean air, clean water, food, or functioning facilities for several days during a category 5 hurricane?

- Was the right to life violated given the deaths resulting from any action and/or inaction by federal, state, and/or local governments?

8.3 Right to a fair trial; right to liberty and security of the person; right to be free from torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment (see also Textbox III, infra at pages 384 - 385)

8.3.1 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 14 (fair trial) provides:

1. All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the determination of any criminal charge against him, or of his rights and obligations in a suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law. The press and the public may be excluded from all or part of a trial for reasons of morals, public order (ordre public) or national security in a democratic society, or when the interest of the private lives of the parties so requires, or to the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests of justice; but *380 any judgement rendered in a criminal case or in a suit at law shall be made public except where the interest of juvenile persons otherwise requires or the proceedings concern matrimonial disputes or the guardianship of children.

2. Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall have the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law.

3. In the determination of any criminal charge against him, everyone shall be entitled to the following minimum guarantees, in full equality:
(a) To be informed promptly and in detail in a language which he understands of the nature and cause of the charge against him;

(b) To have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence and to communicate with counsel of his own choosing;

(c) To be tried without undue delay;

(d) To be tried in his presence, and to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own choosing; to be informed, if he does not have legal assistance, of this right; and to have legal assistance assigned to him, in any case where the interests of justice so require, and without payment by him in any such case if he does not have sufficient means to pay for it;

(e) To examine, or have examined, the witnesses against him and to obtain the attendance and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses against him;

(f) To have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used in court;

(g) Not to be compelled to testify against himself or to confess guilt.

4. In the case of juvenile persons, the procedure shall be such as will take account of their age and the desirability of promoting their rehabilitation.

*381 5. Everyone convicted of a crime shall have the right to his conviction and sentence being reviewed by a higher tribunal according to law.

6. When a person has by a final decision been convicted of a criminal offence and when subsequently his conviction has been reversed or he has been pardoned on the ground that a new or newly discovered fact shows conclusively that there has been a miscarriage of justice, the person who has suffered punishment as a result of such conviction shall be compensated according to law, unless it is proved that the non-disclosure of the unknown fact in time is wholly or partly attributable to him.

7. No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again for an offence for which he has already been finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with the law and penal procedure of each country.

8.3.2 Race Convention, Article 5(b) (security of person) calls for nondiscrimination in the enjoyment of:

(b) The right to security of person and protection by the State against violence or bodily harm, whether inflicted by government officials or by any individual group or institution.

8.3.3 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 9(1) (liberty and security of person) provides:

1. Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention. No one shall be deprived of his liberty except on such grounds and in accordance with such procedure as are established by law.

8.3.4 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 10 (liberty and dignity of the person) provides:

1. All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person.
*3828.3.5 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 12 (liberty and security of person) provides, in relevant part:
1. Every human being has the right to liberty and security of person. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention.

2. To give effect to this right for internally displaced persons, they shall not be interned in or confined to a camp. If in exceptional circumstances such internment or confinement is absolutely necessary, it shall not last longer than required by the circumstances.

3. Internally displaced persons shall be protected from discriminatory arrest and detention as a result of their displacement.

8.3.6 American Declaration, Article I (liberty and security of person) provides:
Every human being has the right to life, liberty and the security of his person.

8.3.7 American Declaration, Article XXV (liberty) provides, in relevant part:
No person may be deprived of his liberty except in the cases and according to the procedures established by pre-existing law.

8.3.8 Convention Against Torture, Article 1 provides:
1. For the purposes of this Convention, the term “torture” means any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.

2. This article is without prejudice to any international instrument or national legislation which does or may contain provisions of wider application.

8.3.9 Convention Against Torture, Article 2 provides:
1. Each State Party shall take effective legislative, administrative, judicial or other measures to prevent acts of torture in any territory under its jurisdiction.

2. No exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal political instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a justification of torture.

3. An order from a superior officer or a public authority may not be invoked as a justification of torture.

8.3.10 Convention Against Torture, Article 16 provides:
1. Each State Party shall undertake to prevent in any territory under its jurisdiction other acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment which do not amount to torture as defined in article I, when such acts are committed by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. In particular, the obligations contained in articles 10, 11, 12 and 13 shall apply with the substitution for references to torture of references to other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
2. The provisions of this Convention are without prejudice to the provisions of any other international instrument or national law which prohibits cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment or which relates to extradition or expulsion.

8.3.11 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 7 provides, in relevant part:

   No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

*Textbox III: Were there violations of the right to a fair trial, the right to liberty and security of the person, and/or the right to be free from torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment before Katrina, during Katrina, and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?*

- How were suspects, arrestees, and charged criminal defendants treated by government officials during and after Katrina? How were they treated before Katrina? Were they fully afforded all the procedural rights mandated by international human rights law, including the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty, the right to a speedy trial, the right to counsel, the right to be informed of charges against them, etc.? Were any of these rights improperly suspended during and after Katrina?

- Were all arrestees fully afforded the right to a fair trial as required by international human rights law and as required by domestic law? Can the right to a fair trial be fully afforded to persons in New Orleans if jury and bench trials are suspended for many months, if grand juries are not convened for many months, and if suspects and arrestees are not timely afforded their day in court? Can the right to a trial by a jury of one’s peers be afforded in New Orleans if fewer than one-third of the area residents have returned to the city?

- Have inmates been denied their right to assistance of counsel due to lack of communication facilities and the inability of law enforcement agencies to identify which inmates were evacuated to which facilities? *Can a diminished public defenders’ office provide effective assistance of counsel when each defender is responsible for more than 1,000 felony cases?*

- Was international human rights law violated by the suspension of Louisiana’s “speedy trial” statutes, by the suspension of the statute of limitations on crimes, and/or by the prosecutor being permitted to dismiss cases and reinstate those cases in order to circumvent statutes of limitation? Will the increased size of the criminal court docket and the lengthy delays result in violations of international human rights law?

- Were inmates incarcerated for longer than required or permitted because of confusion as to their identities when inmates abandoned in the jails were finally rescued or because of the failure of recent arrestees to be brought before a judge for bail and other release procedures, etc.?

- Were/are indigent clients fully afforded counsel, particularly when the primary source of funds traditionally used to pay for such counsel - revenues from traffic tickets - was non-existent during Katrina and is dramatically lessened post-Katrina?

- Was there any maltreatment in the temporary jails and holding in New Orleans? Were some individuals improperly jailed or erroneously charged? Was habeas corpus suspended, and if so was this suspension constitutionally permissible?

- Were people who were housed in flooded temporary or permanent jails in New Orleans abandoned, locked in their cells without means of sustenance or other essentials?

- Have inmates been denied their right to be free from excessive bail because of their inability to make contact with family members who were also evacuated and because of an interim bail process that required in-person appearances and possibly hundreds of miles of travel?

- Did New Orleans police resort to excessive force against black and other minority suspects or accused persons before, during, or after Katrina? Did acts of government officials vis-à-vis suspects or accused persons amount to torture or cruel or
degrading treatment or punishment?

*3868.4 Right to vote; electoral rights; right to participate in governance (see also Textbox IV, infra at pages 387 - 388)

8.4.1 Race Convention, Article 5(c) calls for non-discrimination in the enjoyment of:

(c) Political rights, in particular the rights to participate in elections - to vote and to stand for election - on the basis of universal and equal suffrage, to take part in the Government as well as in the conduct of public affairs at any level and to have equal access to public service.

8.4.2 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 25 provides:

25. Every citizen shall have the right and the opportunity, without any of the distinctions mentioned in article 2 and without unreasonable restrictions:

(a) To take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely chosen representatives;

(b) To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret ballot, guaranteeing the free expression of the will of the electors;

(c) To have access, on general terms of equality, to public service in his country.

8.4.3 American Declaration, Article XX provides:

Every person having legal capacity is entitled to participate in the government of his country, directly or through his representatives, and to take part in popular elections, which shall be by secret ballot, and shall be honest, periodic and free.

8.4.4 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 22 provides, in relevant part:

1. Internally displaced persons, whether or not they are living in camps, shall not be discriminated against as a result of their displacement in the enjoyment of the following rights ....

(c) The right to associate freely and participate equally in community affairs;

*387 (d) The right to vote and to participate in governmental and public affairs, including the right to have access to the means necessary to exercise this right ....

Textbox IV: Were there violations of the right to vote, electoral rights and/or the right to participate in governance before Katrina, during Katrina, and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?

• Were there any irregularities, procedural or otherwise, in New Orleans regarding post-Katrina local, state and/or federal elections? Do any such irregularities continue to exist? Will post-Katrina elections be fair?

• What mechanisms are in place for internally displaced persons to vote in upcoming New Orleans’ elections? What plans are in place for internally displaced persons who wish to participate in governance in New Orleans to do so, even if those persons are not physically in New Orleans? Can they vote by absentee ballot? By fax? By regular first class U.S. mail? With internally displaced persons scattered around the country, how do they receive notices regarding voting?

• What types of identification will be required to vote for voters who have been internally displaced? If a person from New
Orleans wishes to register to vote for the first time, will that person have to return to New Orleans to register, or can that person register by mail? If that person registers by mail, must that person’s first ballot be cast in person in New Orleans? If Iraqi citizens living in the United States can vote in Iraqi elections while in the United States, should not New Orleans citizens living in another state within the United States be permitted to vote in New Orleans elections?

*388 • Has the federal government provided access to federal records that may show where internally displaced voters have been relocated?

• Were any relevant Voting Right Act provisions complied with in New Orleans or elsewhere in the Gulf Region?

• Will the electoral landscape of New Orleans change if poor, displaced black voters are denied the opportunity fully to exercise their right to vote and non-black voters with greater financial means have greater access to voting information and ballots (either online, via mail, or in person)?

• Will internally displaced persons lose their legal residency in New Orleans due to physical absence?

• How will a substantial permanent migration from New Orleans affect Louisiana’s Congressional political power?

• What is the relationship between and among electoral rights, poverty, liberty and security of the person, and disenfranchisement?

8.5 Right to adequate health care (see also Textbox V, infra at pages 390 - 391)
8.5.1 Race Convention, Article 5(e)(iv) calls for non-discrimination in:
   (iv) The right to public health, medical care, social security and social services.

8.5.2 American Declaration, Article XI provides:
   Every person has the right to the preservation of his health through sanitary and social measures relating to food, clothing, housing and medical care, to the extent permitted by public and community resources.

8.5.3 Economic Covenant, Article 12 provides:
1. The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.

2. The steps to be taken by the States Parties to the present Covenant to achieve the full realization of this right shall include those necessary for:
   *389 (a) The provision for the reduction of the stillbirth-rate and of infant mortality and for the healthy development of the child;

   (b) The improvement of all aspects of environmental and industrial hygiene;

   (c) The prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and other diseases;

   (d) The creation of conditions which would assure to all medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness.
8.5.4 Children’s Convention, Article 24 provides, in relevant part:
1. States Parties recognize the right of the child to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health and to facilities for the treatment of illness and rehabilitation of health. States Parties shall strive to ensure that no child is deprived of his or her right of access to such health care services.

2. States Parties shall pursue full implementation of this right and, in particular, shall take appropriate measures:
   (a) To diminish infant and child mortality;
   (b) To ensure the provision of necessary medical assistance and health care to all children with emphasis on the development of primary health care;
   (c) To combat disease and malnutrition, including within the framework of primary health care, through, inter alia, the application of readily available technology and through the provision of adequate nutritious foods and clean drinking-water, taking into consideration the dangers and risks of environmental pollution;
   (d) To ensure appropriate pre-natal and post-natal health care for mothers;
   (e) To ensure that all segments of society, in particular parents and children, are informed, have access to education and are supported in the use of basic knowledge of child health and nutrition, the advantages of breastfeeding, hygiene and environmental sanitation and the prevention of accidents;

*390 (f) To develop preventive health care, guidance for parents and family planning education and services.

8.5.5 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 19 provides, in relevant part:
1. All wounded and sick internally displaced persons as well as those with disabilities shall receive to the fullest extent practicable and with the least possible delay, the medical care and attention they require, without distinction on any grounds other than medical ones. When necessary, internally displaced persons shall have access to psychological and social services.

Textbox V: Were there violations of the right to adequate health care before Katrina, during Katrina, and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications? 89
• Did Katrina victims have access to adequate health services--for physical and mental health--before, during and after Katrina?

*391 • Were there insufficient and otherwise inadequate health care providers, health care, and treatment equipment, to handle the physical and mental health issues that arose before, during, and after Katrina? How did insufficient and otherwise inadequate health care providers, health care and treatment equipment before Katrina contribute to non-realization of the right to health during and after Katrina?

• How many deaths or cases of serious illnesses were caused by or promoted by lack of adequate health care for Katrina victims? How much unnecessary physical or mental suffering existed in New Orleans before, during, and/or after Katrina struck? How many illnesses went untreated by trained professionals during and after Katrina?

• What was the state of health care in nursing homes and hospitals before and during Katrina? What is the state of health care in nursing homes and hospitals after Katrina? How did inadequate health care in nursing homes and hospitals before Katrina
contribute to mental and physical health problems during and after Katrina?

• How did inadequate mental or physical health care of people in New Orleans before Katrina - particularly care of minorities and poor people - contribute to the mental and physical health problems faced by those people during and after Katrina?

• How did untreated sewage, unsanitary conditions in the sports arena shelters, general discrimination, and other international human rights law violations contribute to unnecessary deaths and serious physical and mental illnesses in New Orleans? What will be the long-term impact on the physical and mental health of persons affected by international human rights law violations? What steps will the government take to remedy those problems? Will the government assume full responsibility to remedy those violations?

8.6 Right to adequate housing (see also Textbox VI, infra at pages 393 - 395)
8.6.1 Race Convention, Article 5(e)(iii) calls for non-discrimination in:
(iii) The right to housing.

*392 8.6.2 Economic Covenant, Article 11 provides, in relevant part:
1. The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions. The States Parties will take appropriate steps to ensure the realization of this right, recognizing to this effect the essential importance of international co-operation based on free consent.

*393 2. The States Parties to the present Covenant, recognizing the fundamental right of everyone to be free from hunger ...

8.6.3 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 7 provides, in relevant part:
2. The authorities undertaking such displacement shall ensure, to the greatest practicable extent, that proper accommodation is provided to the displaced persons, that such displacements are effected in satisfactory conditions of safety, nutrition, health and hygiene, and that members of the same family are not separated.

Textbox VI: Were there violations of the right to adequate housing before Katrina, during Katrina, and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?
*394 • Was housing in New Orleans before Katrina at the level called for under international human rights law, in that it was “adequate”, which according to the United Nations Economic Committee in General Comment No. 4, para. 8 requires assessing, as regards housing, the following factors: the legal security of tenure; the availability of services, materials, facilities and infrastructure; affordability; habitability; accessibility; location; and cultural adequacy?

*394 • Was temporary housing during Katrina, for example, in the various sports stadiums, “adequate” under international human rights law standards? Is temporary housing post-Katrina, for example, in FEMA houses, “adequate” under international human rights law standards? Can temporary housing ever be “adequate” under international human rights law standards?

• Were there inappropriate and unlawful evictions of lower income renters whose eviction was sought to free up units for higher income renters with more disposable income, resulting in lower income renters being priced out of the housing market? Will low cost, affordable public housing be available to replace the public housing that was rendered unusable by Katrina?

• Before Katrina, was there a pervasive form of race and class discrimination in New Orleans that inhibited access by racial
minorities and poor persons to adequate housing? If so, do these conditions still exist after Katrina? What action, if any, was taken or is being taken against any landlords, home-sellers, or real estate agents for housing discrimination before, during, or after Katrina?

• What caused the substantial delay in FEMA trailers being provided as accommodations for displaced persons?

• How has lack of permanent housing or a permanent mailing address affected claims of internally displaced persons for relief benefits?

• How will the housing needs of internally displaced persons be met post-Katrina?

• What will be the contours of New Orleans’ reconstruction? Will internally displaced persons be able adequately to participate in decisions related to reconstruction?

• How long will FEMA permit internally displaced persons to live in hotels when those persons have no New Orleans homes to return to?

• Does the White House and do others within the current U.S. Administration agree with the following comment attributed to Mrs. Barbara Bush regarding New Orleans internally displaced persons who were temporarily housed in the Houston Astrodome: “And so many of the people in the arena here, you know, were underprivileged anyway, so this is working very well for them.”

*395 • Given that a person needs a home (or at least an address) to vote in elections, will displaced persons who return to New Orleans be afforded appropriate housing such that they will be able to exercise their constitutional and international human right to vote? Will voting regulations be modified such that displaced persons formerly resident in New Orleans who are unable to return to New Orleans to vote will be afforded a full opportunity to participate in future New Orleans elections? Will the government fully recognize the inter-relatedness between economic rights (such as the right to adequate housing) and civil and political rights (such as the right to vote and the right to participate in public affairs)?

8.7 Right to work (see also Textbox VII, infra at page 397)

8.7.1 Race Convention, Article 5(e)(i) (right to work) calls for nondiscrimination in:

   (i) The rights to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable conditions of work, to protection against unemployment, to equal pay for equal work, to just and favourable remuneration.

8.7.2 American Declaration, Article XIV provides:

Every person has the right to work, under proper conditions, and to follow his vocation freely, insofar as existing conditions of employment permit.

Every person who works has the right to receive such remuneration as will, in proportion to his capacity and skill, assure him a standard of living suitable for himself and for his family.

8.7.3 Economic Covenant, Article 6 provides:

1. The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right to work, which includes the right of everyone to the opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely chooses or accepts, and will take appropriate steps to safeguard this right.

2. The steps to be taken by a State Party to the present Covenant to achieve the full realization of this right shall *396 include technical and vocational guidance and training programmes, policies and techniques to achieve steady economic, social and
cultural development and full and productive employment under conditions safeguarding fundamental political and economic freedoms to the individual.

8.7.4 Economic Covenant, Article 7 provides:
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions of work which ensure, in particular:
(a) Remuneration which provides all workers, as a minimum, with:
(i) Fair wages and equal remuneration for work of equal value without distinction of any kind, in particular women being guaranteed conditions of work not inferior to those enjoyed by men, with equal pay for equal work;
(ii) A decent living for themselves and their families in accordance with the provisions of the present Covenant;
(b) Safe and healthy working conditions;
(c) Equal opportunity for everyone to be promoted in his employment to an appropriate higher level, subject to no considerations other than those of seniority and competence;
(d) Rest, leisure and reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay, as well as remuneration for public holidays.

8.7.5 Women’s Convention, Article 11 provides, in relevant part:
1. States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in the field of employment in order to ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women, the same rights.

*397Textbox VII: Were there violations of the right to work before Katrina, during Katrina, and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?*

• How many jobs were lost in New Orleans and environs because of Hurricane Katrina?

• How many post-Katrina employment opportunities were taken by non-New Orleans residents who traveled to the city during or after Katrina to take advantage of the new work opportunities? To what degree were New Orleans workers displaced by outside labor forces during and post-Katrina?

• Will New Orleans workers displaced by Katrina lose pension and other benefits?

• Were local suppliers and other companies permitted to participate in the massive, lucrative clean-up and other contracts, many of which were awarded without bid to companies from outside the region, including companies with close ties to the current federal administration? What steps were taken to ensure transparency and fairness in the post-Katrina bidding process for these lucrative contracts?

• Were minority-owned companies excluded from a lucrative post-Katrina primary contract feeding frenzy? Were minority-owned companies awarded predominantly sub-contracts rather than primary contracts?

• Does a viable program of action exist to help disadvantaged minorities access employment and funding for job training in New Orleans?
8.8.1 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 18 provides:
1. All internally displaced persons have the right to an adequate standard of living.

2. At the minimum, regardless of the circumstances, and without discrimination, competent authorities shall provide internally displaced persons with and ensure safe access to:
   (a) Essential food and potable water;
   (b) Basic shelter and housing;
   (c) Appropriate clothing; and
   (d) Essential medical services and sanitation.

3. Special efforts should be made to ensure the full participation of women in the planning and distribution of these basic supplies.

8.8.2 Children’s Convention, Article 27 provides, in relevant part:
1. States Parties recognize the right of every child to a standard of living adequate for the child’s physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development.

2. The parent(s) or others responsible for the child have the primary responsibility to secure, within their abilities and financial capacities, the conditions of living necessary for the child’s development.

3. States Parties, in accordance with national conditions and within their means, shall take appropriate measures to assist parents and others responsible for the child to implement this right and shall in case of need provide material assistance and support programmes, particularly with regard to nutrition, clothing and housing.

Textbox VIII: Were there violations of the right to an adequate standard of living and/or the right to freedom from poverty before Katrina, during Katrina, and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?

- In New Orleans before Katrina, why did 100,000 of its 500,000 population live in poverty, with the majority of those living in poverty being black Americans? What percentage of the population living in New Orleans after Katrina will remain in poverty, and what percentage of those persons living in poverty will be black Americans or other racial minorities?

- What is the relationship in New Orleans between non-realization of the right to an adequate standard of living and the non-realization of the right to adequate housing, education rights, health rights, the right to work, and other economic rights?

- Has the situation in New Orleans demonstrated the inter-relatedness of civil and political rights on the one hand, and economic and social rights on the other hand, and demonstrated that rights in all of these categories were breached before, during, and after Katrina?

- If the displaced residents of New Orleans are deprived of economic rights in that they are so poor that they cannot afford to return to New Orleans because of the lack of affordable housing, or if they remain physically or mentally ill due to circumstances surrounding Katrina, how can those persons easily exercise their civil and political right to vote and participate in the governance of their city? Will the government recognize the full relationship between economic rights on the one hand and civil and political rights on the other hand?
8.9.1 Race Convention, Article 5(e)(v) calls for non-discrimination in:
(v) The right to education and training.

8.9.2 American Declaration, Article XII provides, in relevant part:
Every person has the right to an education, which should be based on the principles of liberty, morality and human solidarity.
Likewise every person has the right to an education that will prepare him to attain a decent life, to raise his standard of living, and to be a useful member of society.
The right to an education includes the right to equality of opportunity in every case, in accordance with natural talents, merit and the desire to utilize the resources that the state or the community is in a position to provide.

8.9.3 Economic Covenant, Article 13 provides, in relevant part:
1. The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to education. They agree that education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and the sense of its dignity, and shall strengthen the respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. They further agree that education shall enable all persons to participate effectively in a free society, promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations and all racial, ethnic or religious groups, and further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.

8.9.4 Women’s Convention, Article 7 provides:
States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in the political and public life of the country and, in particular, shall ensure to women, on equal terms with men, the right:
(a) To vote in all elections and public referenda and to be eligible for election to all publicly elected bodies;

8.9.5 Women’s Convention, Article 10 provides, in relevant part:
States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in order to ensure to them equal rights with men in the field of education ...

8.9.6 Children’s Convention, Article 28 provides, in relevant part:
1. States Parties recognize the right of the child to education, and with a view to achieving this right progressively and on the basis of equal opportunity ....

8.9.7 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 23 provides:
1. Every human being has the right to education.

2. To give effect to this right for internally displaced persons, the authorities concerned shall ensure that such persons, in particular displaced children, receive education which shall be free and compulsory at the primary level. Education should respect their cultural identity, language and religion.

3. Special efforts should be made to ensure the full and equal participation of women and girls in educational programmes.

4. Education and training facilities shall be made available to internally displaced persons, in particular adolescents and women, whether or not living in camps, as soon as conditions permit.

Textbox IX: Were there violations of the right to education before Katrina, during Katrina, and/or after Katrina?
Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?

• Was the right to education fully afforded to the people of New Orleans pre-Katrina? If not, what is the relationship between the deprivation of the right to education and the lack of enjoyment of civil and political rights, and lack of enjoyment of other economic rights such as the right to an adequate standard of living, the right to adequate housing, etc.?

• What impact would there have been on education and the right to education if forty percent of children in New Orleans lived in poverty pre-Katrina? What percentage of children in New Orleans after Katrina is living below the poverty line? What is the impact on education for any child living below the poverty line?

• Before Katrina, was there adequate education of the people of New Orleans about evacuation and safety plans?

• Was or is there discrimination against poor, racial minorities, resulting in the depressed enjoyment of the right to education? Are all elementary and primary schools in New Orleans equally equipped to teach youngsters all the skills that are needed for the youngsters to be marketable upon reaching adulthood? Are schools in black neighborhoods in New Orleans as well equipped as schools in white neighborhoods in New Orleans? Are schools in poor neighborhoods of New Orleans as well equipped as schools in wealthy neighborhoods of New Orleans?

• Is the Katrina-related trauma experienced by children being taken into account in assessing performance in school for children who are temporarily displaced outside of New Orleans and for children who have returned to school in New Orleans?

• How did any disparity in educational opportunities and educational achievement among the different classes and races in New Orleans before Katrina contribute to the devastation experienced during and after Katrina?

• Are there any New Orleans children who have been or who are being “left behind?”

8.10 Property rights (see also Textbox X, infra at pages 404 - 405)

8.10.1 American Declaration, Article XXIII provides:

Every person has a right to own such private property as meets the essential needs of decent living and helps to maintain the dignity of the individual and of the home.

8.10.2 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 21 provides, in relevant part:

1. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of property and possessions.

2. The property and possessions of internally displaced persons shall in all circumstances be protected ....
3. Property and possessions left behind by internally displaced persons should be protected against destruction and arbitrary and illegal appropriation, occupation or use.

Textbox X: Were there violations of property rights before Katrina, during Katrina, and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?

• Are the owners of real estate in New Orleans equally being afforded opportunities to rebuild?

• Was real estate in predominately poor, black neighborhoods disproportionately destroyed by Katrina?

• Are real estate owners in the poor, black neighborhoods more likely to receive unfavorable settlements from insurance companies or from the government?

• What problems are associated with non-ownership of real estate, and have those problems disproportionately affected poor, black families in New Orleans? Have home- renters in New Orleans been evicted for non-payment of rent, with no place to live?

• Will the majority of homes that the government will condemn and demolish for purported safety purposes be homes in the poor, black neighborhoods? Will those homes be destroyed to make way for new construction that will be unaffordable for the poor who were displaced?

• What problems were caused by non-ownership of personal property, such as cars, that might have permitted more poor, black New Orleans residents to evacuate? Pre-Katrina, what problems were caused by the lack of ownership of funds to pay for personal evacuation? What problems are caused by the non-ownership of funds to support a new life outside of New Orleans or to return to New Orleans and restart?

• Is the widespread lack of property ownership by racial minorities in New Orleans symptomatic of invidious discrimination against such persons?

What recourse do displaced persons have if their lost personal property was not insured?

8.11 Rights related to privacy and family life and rights related to missing relatives (see also Textbox XI, infra at pages 406 - 407)

8.11.1 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 17 provides:
1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and reputation.

2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

8.11.2 American Declaration, Article VI provides:
   Every person has the right to establish a family, the basic element of society, and to receive protection therefor.

8.11.3 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 17 provides:
1. Every human being has the right to respect of his or her family life.
2. To give effect to this right for internally displaced persons, family members who wish to remain together shall be allowed to do so.

3. Families which are separated by displacement should be reunited as quickly as possible. All appropriate steps shall be taken to expedite the reunion of such families, particularly when children are involved. The responsible authorities shall facilitate inquiries made by family members and encourage *406 and cooperate with the work of humanitarian organizations engaged in the task of family reunification.

4. Members of internally displaced families whose personal liberty has been restricted by internment or confinement in camps shall have the right to remain together.

8.11.4 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 16 provides:
1. All internally displaced persons have the right to know the fate and whereabouts of missing relatives.

2. The authorities concerned shall endeavour to establish the fate and whereabouts of internally displaced persons reported missing, and cooperate with relevant international organizations engaged in this task. They shall inform the next of kin on the progress of the investigation and notify them of any result.

3. The authorities concerned shall endeavour to collect and identify the mortal remains of those deceased, prevent their despoliation or mutilation, and facilitate the return of those remains to the next of kin or dispose of them respectfully.

4. Grave sites of internally displaced persons should be protected and respected in all circumstances. Internally displaced persons should have the right of access to the grave sites of their deceased relatives.

Textbox XI. Were there violations of rights related to privacy and family life and/or rights related to missing relatives before Katrina, during Katrina, and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?

*407 • Were the remains of any persons who died during Katrina misidentified?

• Why are many persons still missing post-Katrina? Did governmental action or inaction lead to the chaos that inhibited the search for missing relatives?

• Were causes of death of Katrina victims erroneously reported?

• Were the remains of deceased persons treated with appropriate respect?

• Was there undue delay in the reunification of families that were split up during the evacuation from New Orleans during Katrina? Has apathy set in regarding continuing to search for persons who are still missing after Katrina?

• Were same-sex couples who were victims of Katrina afforded the same privacy, family, and missing relatives rights as other families that were similarly affected by Katrina? Have same-sex couples received the same governmental assistance (e.g., from FEMA) and other assistance as other Katrina victims?

• Are legal measures in place to deal with cross-state child custody disputes where one parent with joint custody may have removed a child from New Orleans during or immediately post-Katrina, contrary to a pre-existing custody order, and then been ordered by a court to return the child to New Orleans post-Katrina at the request of the other parent who may have remained in or independently returned to New Orleans?
8.12.1 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 24 provides:
1. All humanitarian assistance shall be carried out in accordance with the principles of humanity and impartiality and without discrimination.

2. Humanitarian assistance to internally displaced persons shall not be diverted, in particular for political or military reasons.

8.12.2 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 25 provides:
1. The primary duty and responsibility for providing humanitarian assistance to internally displaced persons lies with national authorities.

2. International humanitarian organizations and other appropriate actors have the right to offer their services in support of the internally displaced. Such an offer shall not be regarded as an unfriendly act or an interference in a State’s internal affairs and shall be considered in good faith. Consent thereto shall not be arbitrarily withheld, particularly when authorities concerned are unable or unwilling to provide the required humanitarian assistance.

3. All authorities concerned shall grant and facilitate the free passage of humanitarian assistance and grant persons engaged in the provision of such assistance rapid and unimpeded access to the internally displaced.

8.12.3 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 26 provides:
Persons engaged in humanitarian assistance, their transport and supplies shall be respected and protected. They shall not be the object of attack or other acts of violence.

8.12.4 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 30 provides:
All authorities concerned shall grant and facilitate for international humanitarian organizations and other appropriate actors, in the exercise of their respective mandates, rapid and unimpeded access to internally displaced persons to assist in their return or resettlement and reintegration.

Textbox XII: Were there violations of rights related to receiving humanitarian assistance (e.g., from non-governmental organizations (NGOs), foreign governments, etc.) before Katrina, during Katrina, and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?

• Did the federal government provide adequate humanitarian and other assistance at the state and local levels? Did inadequate cooperation among federal agencies result in insufficient humanitarian assistance at the state and local level? Did a lack of effective communication among federal agencies contribute to a failure to render appropriate humanitarian assistance?

• Did state or local officials seek appropriate humanitarian assistance from the federal government? Did state or local officials reject inappropriate humanitarian assistance from the federal government?

• Did private companies and individuals engage in exploitation, wrongfully depriving Katrina victims of humanitarian assistance? Were any governmental officials involved in any such exploitation?

*410 • Why has the government more properly prepared for and responded to catastrophic storms in other areas of the country, for example in Florida, but did not properly prepare for or respond to Hurricane Katrina? Can discrimination be inferred from this disparity?
• Did federal, state, or local officials reject offers of humanitarian assistance from foreign countries, including Cuba? Was humanitarian assistance rejected because the offering countries were not viewed as “friendly” to the United States? Was such humanitarian assistance rejected for inappropriate, political reasons?

• Did politics play any role in the provision (or non-provision) of humanitarian assistance?

8.13 Rights related to return, resettlement, and reintegation of displaced persons; freedom of movement; freedom of association and assembly; right to be free from displacement (see also Textbox XIII, infra at pages 413 - 414)

8.13.1 Race Convention, Article 5(d)(i) (freedom of movement and residence) calls for non-discrimination in:
   (i) The right to freedom of movement and residence within the border of the State.

8.13.2 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 12 (freedom of movement and residence) provides, in relevant part:
   1. Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, within that territory, have the right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose his residence.

8.13.3 Race Convention, Article 5(d)(ix) (freedom of assembly and association) calls for non-discrimination in:
   (ix) The right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.

8.13.4 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 22 (freedom of association) provides:
   1. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of association with others, including the right to form and join trade unions for the protection of his interests.

*4118.13.5 Children’s Convention, Article 15 (freedom of association and assembly) provides:
   1. States Parties recognize the rights of the child to freedom of association and to freedom of peaceful assembly.

8.13.6 American Declaration, Article VIII (freedom of movement and residence) provides:
   Every person has the right to fix his residence within the territory of the state of which he is a national, to move about freely within such territory, and not to leave it except by his own will.

8.13.7 American Declaration, Article XXII (freedom of association) provides:
   Every person has the right to associate with others to promote, exercise and protect his legitimate interests of a political, economic, religious, social, cultural, professional, labor union or other nature.

8.13.8 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 3 (national authorities’ primary duty to provide protection and humanitarian assistance) provides, in relevant part:
   1. National authorities have the primary duty and responsibility to provide protection and humanitarian assistance to internally displaced persons within their jurisdiction.
8.13.9 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 6 (freedom from displacement) provides:
1. Every human being shall have the right to be protected against being arbitrarily displaced from his or her home or place of habitual residence.

2. The prohibition of arbitrary displacement includes displacement ....
(d) In cases of disasters, unless the safety and health of those affected requires their evacuation; ....

*412 3. Displacement shall last no longer than required by the circumstances.

8.13.10 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 14 (freedom of movement and residence) provides:
1. Every internally displaced person has the right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose his or her residence.

2. In particular, internally displaced persons have the right to move freely in and out of camps or other settlements.

8.13.11 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 15 (freedom to relocate) provides:
Internally displaced persons have:
(a) The right to seek safety in another part of the country; [and]

(d) The right to be protected against forcible return to or resettlement in any place where their life, safety, liberty and/or health would be at risk.

8.13.12 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 28 (national government has primary settlement responsibilities) provides:
1. Competent authorities have the primary duty and responsibility to establish conditions, as well as provide the means, which allow internally displaced persons to return voluntarily, in safety and with dignity, to their homes or places of habitual residence, or to resettle voluntarily in another part of the country. Such authorities shall endeavour to facilitate the reintegration of returned or resettled internally displaced persons.

2. Special efforts should be made to ensure the full participation of internally displaced persons in the planning and management of their return or resettlement and reintegration.

8.13.13 Guiding Principle on Internal Displacement No. 29 (nondiscrimination against IDPs in resettlement; participation in government) provides:
1. Internally displaced persons who have returned to their homes or places of habitual residence or who have resettled in another part of the country shall not be discriminated against as a result of their having been displaced. They shall have the right to participate fully and equally in public affairs at all levels and have equal access to public services.

2. Competent authorities have the duty and responsibility to assist returned and/or resettled internally displaced persons to recover, to the extent possible, their property and possessions which they left behind or were dispossessed of upon their displacement. When recovery of such property and possessions is not possible, competent authorities shall provide or assist these persons in obtaining appropriate compensation or another form of just reparation.

Textbox XIII: Were there violations of rights related to return, resettlement, & reintegration of displaced persons, freedom of movement, freedom of association and assembly, and freedom from displacement before Katrina, during
Katrina, and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?

• Under what circumstances will internally displaced persons be permitted to return to New Orleans? Will every displaced person who wants to return to New Orleans be able to return to that city? Will government or other funding be available for rebuilding, particularly for those persons whose homes were not adequately covered by insurance?

• Will every displaced person who wishes to participate in the reconstruction of New Orleans be fully permitted to participate in that process?

• Will the rebuilding of New Orleans be adequately regulated to prohibit shoddy and inappropriate construction while permitting *414 construction flexibility by the builders?

• Will the greater needs of the community be considered as reconstruction plans are finalized, such needs that might include educational and recreational facilities, public transportation, shopping areas, green spaces, etc?

• Will New Orleans be rebuilt in a manner that fosters eradication of the racial polarization that existed pre-Katrina?

• Will equitable funding and other attention be devoted to all neighborhoods, and not merely to the wealthiest, whitest neighborhoods?

• Will all the plans of all developers be carefully scrutinized to prevent exploitation of homeowners and other New Orleans Katrina victims?

• Will adequate rental property be provided for those who cannot afford to purchase or who choose for other reasons not to purchase?

• Why did federal, state, and local governments fail to take adequate steps to ensure protection against a category 5 hurricane hitting New Orleans, even though the taking of certain steps - e.g., fortifying the levees, effecting sound evacuation plans, etc. - may have resulted in less and perhaps virtually no displacement?

• What steps will the government take to help ensure that the massive internal displacement that resulted from Katrina will not be required for catastrophes that might occur in the future? Will efforts be made to help ensure that illegal and immoral class, race, ethnic origin, sexual orientation, and other discrimination do not play a role in the preparation for and in the response to future catastrophes?

8.14 Right to a remedy for international human rights law violations (see also Textbox XIV, infra at pages 415 - 416)

8.14.1 Civil and Political Rights Covenant, Article 2(3) provides

3. Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes:

(a) To ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognized are violated shall have an effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity;

(b) To ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have his right thereto determined by competent *415 judicial, administrative or legislative authorities, or by any other competent authority provided for by the legal system of the State, and to develop the possibilities of judicial remedy;

(c) To ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such remedies when granted.

8.14.2 Race Convention, Article 6 provides:

States Parties shall assure to everyone within their jurisdiction effective protection and remedies, through
the competent national tribunals and other State institutions, against any acts of racial discrimination which violate his human rights and fundamental freedoms contrary to this Convention, as well as the right to seek from such tribunals just and adequate reparation or satisfaction for any damage suffered as a result of such discrimination.

8.14.3 American Declaration, Article XVIII provides:

Every person may resort to the courts to ensure respect for his legal rights. There should likewise be available to him a simple, brief procedure whereby the courts will protect him from acts of authority that, to his prejudice, violate any fundamental constitutional rights.

Textbox XIV: Were there violations of the right to a remedy for international human rights law violations before Katrina, during Katrina and/or after Katrina? Questions to ask? Areas of concern? Any asserted excuses or justifications?

• What federal, state, and local governmental remedies are in place for violations of civil, political, economic, social, cultural, and other rights as regards Katrina? How can victims of Katrina access such remedies?

*416 • Has the federal government released all Katrina-related records in its possession, including records related to what information governmental officials possessed before Katrina hit; records related to what actions were taken by the government based on what they knew; records related to the decision-making (or lack of decision-making) in the days leading up to Katrina, resulting in ineffective, slow government preparation for and response to Katrina’s devastation; records related to the governmental decisions not to invest money in shoring up the New Orleans levees in the months and years before Katrina; and records of the apparent general apathy that some government officials appeared to harbor for Katrina and its victims? Are those records available to individuals and groups who may seek to rely upon those records to support claims of violations of international human rights law in the context of Katrina?

• Upon conducting inquiries into the handling of Katrina, will the government hold specific governmental actors accountable for the man-made portion of the devastation surrounding Katrina and provide reparations to all Katrina victims?

E. Conclusion

Hurricane Katrina was a natural disaster of proportions theretofore not experienced in the United States. Hurricane Katrina was also a man-made disaster involving mass international human rights law violations perpetrated against the people of New Orleans and the Gulf Region. The evidence suggests that much of the devastation associated with Katrina could have been avoided. Further evidence suggests that the Katrina-related breaches of international human rights law have not yet been remedied.

The United States government maintains the international legal obligation to ensure that people within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction are afforded all their internationally recognized human rights, which include civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights. The United States government has obligations not to violate international human rights law and obligations not to permit other entities and individuals to engage in such breaches. Furthermore, the United States has the international legal obligation to remedy any breaches that may occur. State and local governments also carry the burden of ensuring human rights protections, while multi-national corporations, local companies, and private individuals as non-state actors also share this responsibility.

*417 The government violates international human rights law when it fails to act diligently and on time, despite having the means to protect against levee breaches, poverty, denial of the right to vote, inadequate housing, hunger, and other
deprivations. Corporations violate international human rights law when they exploit disasters for pecuniary gain. Private individuals breach international human rights law when they unlawfully discriminate or otherwise harm other persons.

International human rights law that binds the United States through the operation of treaty and customary international law provides for rights and duties that trickle down through state and local governments and reaches us in our daily lives: in our cities and towns, neighborhoods, local dining and recreational facilities, places of worship, schools, and homes. We all must take steps to help ensure that the rights of all persons are fully realized, and that remedies are provided to all victims for all breaches.

On the domestic plane, attempts to curb violations and provide remedies are being made through various non-governmental organizational grass roots campaigns, through criminal law challenges, and through various civil suits that have been filed demanding that the government fully comply with domestic and international law. Concerned persons may assist the many grassroots domestic organizations and governmental lobbying efforts seeking to foster compliance and rectify breaches.

Efforts have also been undertaken to hold the United States accountable on the international plane through international human rights law channels. The United States, as a party to various international human rights law treaties, is subject to scrutiny by individuals and groups charged by the United Nations and other inter-governmental organization bodies with human rights inspection and investigatory powers, about which information is provided in the Appendices to this article. Indeed, already at least one United Nations official--the United Nations Independent Expert on Extreme Poverty, Dr. Arjun Sengupta--has conducted an investigatory visit to New Orleans and the Gulf Region. Those of us who are concerned about the internationally recognized human rights of Katrina victims might consider contacting these international bodies or individuals and providing them with information that can be used to help convince the United States fully to comply with its international obligations to ensure that all persons in the United States are afforded all of the human rights protections to which they are entitled. The additional information contained in the Appendices to this article may facilitate such contacts.

Though private citizens and non-governmental organizations can successfully fight for the rights of Katrina victims, in the hopes that devastation like that which accompanied Katrina will never happen again, the bulk of the responsibility lies squarely on the United States government to take the lead as the protector of the people and as the principal entity with international human rights law protection responsibilities within the United States. The United States government has long hailed itself as the champion of international human rights and as a beacon to be followed by nations around the world that may need guidance on ensuring implementation of international human rights law in their domestic environments. However, some foreign nations may perceive a double standard, in that the United States would deem certain violative policies and practices to be unacceptable in other countries, though those same violative policies and practices are occurring with impunity within the United States. International human rights law is based in part on the notion that nations cannot be trusted fully to afford their citizens with international human rights law protections. Foreign nations, and indeed the international community as a whole, have the right, and indeed the duty, to take steps to ensure that States that violate human rights desist. Thus, all States, and the international community as a whole, must condemn, seek to halt, and facilitate remedies for international human rights law violations that occur in the United States, including Katrina-related international human rights law violations.
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<td>Chairperson-Rapporteur: Ms. Leila ZERROUGUI (Algeria); Mr. Tamás BÁN (Hungary); Ms. Manuela Carmena CASTRILLO (Spain); Mr. Seyyed Mohammad HASHEMI (Islamic Republic of Iran); Ms. Soledad VILLAGRA DE BIEDERMANN (Paraguay)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Rapporteur on the right to education</td>
<td>1998 Resolution 1998/33</td>
<td>2004 Resolution 2004/25 (for 3 years)</td>
<td>Mr. Vernor MUNOZ VILLALOBOS (Costa Rica)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Rapporteur on the right to food</td>
<td>2000 Resolution 2000/10</td>
<td>2003 Resolution 2003/25 (for 3 years)</td>
<td>Mr. Jean ZIEGLER (Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression</td>
<td>1993 Resolution 1193/45</td>
<td>2005 Resolution 2005/38 (for 3 years)</td>
<td>Mr. Ambeyi LIGABO (Kenya)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health</td>
<td>2002 Resolution 2002/31 (for 3 years)</td>
<td>2005 Resolution 2005/24; (for 3 years)</td>
<td>Mr. Paul HUNT (New Zealand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Representative of the Secretary-General on the situation of human rights defenders</td>
<td>2000 Resolution 2000/61</td>
<td>2003 Resolution 2003/64 (for 3 years)</td>
<td>Ms. Hina JILANI (Pakistan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>Term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Resolution 1994/41</td>
<td>2003 Resolution 2003/43 (for 3 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representative of the Secretary-General on the human rights of internally displaced persons</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Resolution 2004/55 (for 2 years)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Resolution 1999/44</td>
<td>2005 Resolution 2005/47 (for 3 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Expert on minority issues</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Resolution 2005/79 (2 years)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Resolution 1993/20</td>
<td>2005 Resolution 2005/64 (for 3 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Expert on human rights and international solidarity</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Resolution 2005/55 (for 3 years)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Expert on the effects of economic reform policies and foreign debt</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Resolution 2000/82</td>
<td>2003 Resolution 2003/21 (for 3 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Resolution 1985/33</td>
<td>2004 Resolution 2004/41 (for 3 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Representative of the SG on human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Resolution 2005/69 (for 2 years)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Inter-American Commission on Human Rights - Membership
(http://www.cidh.oas.org/personal.eng.htm)
(Last visited Apr. 10, 2006)

Santiago Canton, Executive Secretary, Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
1889 F Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20006, U.S.A.
Though this article principally addresses international human rights law issues as they relate to New Orleans, virtually all of the rights discussed herein were implicated in and apply to the situation in other cities and states throughout the Gulf Region where the physical brunt of Hurricane Katrina was felt. Though some of the specific references apply almost exclusively to New Orleans and environs (e.g., those related to Lake Ponchatrain and the levees), other references apply throughout the Gulf Region. Many of the rights discussed related to Katrina also relate to Hurricane Rita, which struck New Orleans in September 2005, and to other catastrophes that have occurred and that might occur in the United States.

The U.S. owes international human rights law obligations to everyone in the United States, including foreigners, whether undocumented, on a student or tourist visa, or in any other category of non-U.S. citizen. In the context of Katrina, the United States has “the primary responsibility to protect the people and property on their territory from hazards,” including hazards related to hurricanes such as Katrina. See, e.g., Amnesty International U.S.A., U.S. Breached International Law in Treatment of Katrina Victims, http://www.amnestyusa.org/refugee/katrina_idps.html (on file with author) [hereinafter U.S. Breached].

Much of the article’s analysis is seemingly academic in nature because of the unwillingness of the United States government to acknowledge and fully comply with its international human rights law obligations. This article draws on the work of various scholars and activists who have helped raise consciousness about Katrina-related international human rights law concerns, including concerns about U.S. obligations, these past few months since the storm. See, e.g., Statement of Professor Jeanne M. Woods (Loyola School of Law) & Professor Hope Lewis (Northeastern University School of Law) prepared for the Hearings of the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty, Dr. Arjun Sengupta: The Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans, LA, (Oct. 27, 2005) (highlighting violations of various rights, including: the right to life; the right to be free from discrimination based on race, class, age, and disability; the right to education; the rights of workers; the right to housing/shelter; the rights of

Footnotes

1 Carl M. Gray Professor of Law; Director, Program in International Human Rights Law; and Faculty Director/Advisor, Master of Laws (LL.M.) Track in International Human Rights Law, Indiana University School of Law at Indianapolis. Juris Doctor 1986, Harvard Law School. Tel: 317-278-2359; Fax: 317-278-7563; E-Mail: gedwards@indiana.edu. Web page addresses: www.indylaw.indiana.edu/humanrights & www.indylaw.indiana.edu/llm. This article was prepared for presentation at the conference entitled The Human Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, held at Texas Southern University, Thurgood Marshall School of Law, in Houston, Texas (November 18, 2005). Conference co-sponsors include the Earl Carl Institute for Legal & Social Policy, Inc. and the Institute for International & Immigration Law. Thanks to Syed Liaquat Ali, Tuinese Amuzu, Susan Gainey, James Chetalam, Jeff Collins, Dragomir Cosanici, Chalanta Shockley, Christie Bodnar Swiss, Kimberly Chowning, and Simeon Sungi (of Indiana University School of Law at Indianapolis), to Dorothea Beane and Angela Loperena (of Stetson University College of Law), to Craig Jackson, Andreas Boise, and J’Antee Hall (of Thurgood Marshall School of Law), to Professor Patrick J. McKeand (of Indiana University School of Journalism), and to William Kurtz for their assistance on this project. Thanks also to the Faculty of Law of Queen Mary University of London (London, England) where the author was a Visiting Senior Research Fellow in the weeks leading up to Hurricane Katrina and to Stetson University College of Law (Gulfport, Florida) where the author has been a Visiting Professor of Law. Special thanks to the faculty, staff, Law Review Editors and other students of Thurgood Marshall School of Law for hosting the Katrina conference and for raising awareness about these pressing issues of domestic and international concern. © G. E. Edwards.

2 The U.S. owes international human rights law obligations to everyone in the United States, including foreigners, whether undocumented, on a student or tourist visa, or in any other category of non-U.S. citizen. In the context of Katrina, the United States has “the primary responsibility to protect the people and property on their territory from hazards,” including hazards related to hurricanes such as Katrina. See, e.g., Amnesty International U.S.A., U.S. Breached International Law in Treatment of Katrina Victims, http://www.amnestyusa.org/refugee/katrina_idps.html (on file with author) [hereinafter U.S. Breached].

3 Much of the article’s analysis is seemingly academic in nature because of the unwillingness of the United States government to acknowledge and fully comply with its international human rights law obligations. This article draws on the work of various scholars and activists who have helped raise consciousness about Katrina-related international human rights law concerns, including concerns about U.S. obligations, these past few months since the storm. See, e.g., Statement of Professor Jeanne M. Woods (Loyola School of Law) & Professor Hope Lewis (Northeastern University School of Law) prepared for the Hearings of the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty, Dr. Arjun Sengupta: The Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans, LA, (Oct. 27, 2005) (highlighting violations of various rights, including: the right to life; the right to be free from discrimination based on race, class, age, and disability; the right to education; the rights of workers; the right to housing/shelter; the rights of

Name | Member State | Term of Office
--- | --- | ---
Paulo Sérgio Pinheiro | Brazil | 1/1/2004 - 12/31/2007
Freddy Gutiérrez Trejo | Venezuela | 1/1/2004 - 12/31/2007
Paolo G. Carozza | United States of America | 1/1/2006 - 12/31/2009
Víctor E. Abramovich | Argentina | 1/1/2006 - 12/31/2009
Clare Kamau Roberts | Antigua & Barbuda | 1/1/2002 - 12/31/2009


5 The Paquete Habana, 175 U.S. 677, 700 (1900).

6 U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2; see also, e.g., The Paquete Habana, 175 U.S. at 700.

7 See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE LAW ON THE FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES, supra note 4; Statute of the International Court of Justice, art. 38(1)(b) (1946).


9 See supra note 7.


11 The Paquete Habana, 175 U.S. at 700.


See Murray v. The Schooner Charming Betsy, 6 U.S. 64, 118 (1804) (noting what has become known as the “Charming Betsy Rule”—“[A]n act of Congress ought never to be construed to violate the law of nations if any other possible construction remains.”).


Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Organization of American States: Composition of the IACHR, at http://cidh.org/personal.eng.htm (last visited Apr. 10, 2006). For additional information about the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, see Appendix V to this article.


The U.S. typically becomes bound by an international human rights law treaty only upon U.S. ratification of that treaty. However, if the U.S. signs the treaty, the U.S. assumes an obligation “to refrain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of [the] treaty,” Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, supra note 8, at art. 18. The obligation to refrain from acts that would defeat the object and purpose of the treaty differs from the heavier obligation to comply fully with the treaty when a State has ratified that treaty. See id.


Article 2(1) of the Economic Covenant, *supra* note 28, provides:

Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually and through international assistance and co-operation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative measures.

Women’s Convention, *supra* note 16, *available at* http://www.ohchr.org/english/law/cedaw.htm. The Women’s Convention, which the U.S. has signed but has not yet ratified, entered into force Sept. 3, 1981, in accordance with Article 27(1) of the treaty. Information about the Women’s Convention Committee, which oversees implementation of the treaty in Member States, can be found at http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/. Because the U.S. has not ratified the Women’s Convention, the Women’s Convention Committee has no jurisdiction to monitor implementation of Women’s Convention treaty rights in the U.S. *Id.*


*Id.*

*RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE LAW ON THE FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES, supra* note 4, at § 321.


Race Convention, supra note 20, art. 1(1).

Id. at art. 5(a).

Civil and Political Rights Covenant, supra note 13, at art. 2(1).

Id. at art. 3.

Id. at art. 26.

American Declaration, supra note 25.

Economic Covenant, supra note 28. Article 2(2) also calls for guaranteeing Covenant rights “without discrimination of any kind as to race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.” Id. at art. 2(2).

Id. at art. 3.

Civil and Political Rights Covenant, supra note 13, also provides for nondiscrimination against children, in Article 24, as follows: “1. Every child shall have, without any discrimination as to race, colour, sex, language, religion, national or social origin, property or birth, the right to such measures of protection as are required by his status as a minor, on the part of his family, society and the State.” Id.

Children’s Convention, supra note 13, at art. 2(1).


Id. at Principle No. 4(1-2).

Id. at Principle No. 22(1)(b-d).

See, e.g., Benjamin Dangl, Human Rights Violations in the Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, Dec. 6, 2005, www.towardfreedom.com/home/content/view/691. Interviewee Ann Fagan Ginger noted: Many orders by FEMA were not racially discriminatory on their face, but everyone knew that they would have a disparate impact on people of color because the poverty in Black communities is much higher than in White communities. E.g., FEMA early
ordered citizens to evacuate by car when thousands of African Americans had no cars. Then, when empty federally-ordered busses were driven in, they passed by Black citizens, including the elderly and disabled, walking by the side of the road, rather than picking them up and taking them to a safe, dry [sic] place.


The People’s Hurricane Relief Fund & Oversight Coalition noted that “[t]o the major media blacks seeking and finding food from abandoned stores were looters, while whites doing the same were identified as having found food.” The People’s Hurricane Relief Fund & Oversight Coalition, Justice After Katrina Rally Dec. 9-10, http://cloumline.live.radicaldesigns.org/?p=51 (last visited Apr. 9, 2006) [hereinafter People’s Hurricane Relief Fund]; Lundy Langston, Why Hurricane Katrina’s So-Called Looters Were Not Lawless: They Are Entitled to the Well-Established Defense of Necessity, FINDLAW, Sep. 13, 2005, writ.news.findlaw.com/commentary/20050913_langston.html. In discussing the defense of necessity and how it relates to looting that occurred after Hurricane Katrina, Langston noted:

These individuals are entitled to the defense of necessity and should not be deemed “looters.” And they were entitled to help without the further threat of death - this time, by guns. It is appalling that the responders turned guns on the very people they were sent to help.” “Looters” Should not Be Blamed for Merely Protecting Human Life and Health.

Id.

---

54 See, e.g., Human Rights Watch, New Orleans: Prisoners Abandoned to Floodwaters, Officers Deserted a Jail Building, Leaving Inmates Locked in Cells, Sept. 22, 2005, http://hrw.org/english/docs/2005/09/22/usdom11773.htm (alleged violations of the right to human dignity and/or the right to recognition as a person in situation where correctional officers from the Orleans Parish Prison abandoned 600 inmates in one of the prison buildings during Katrina, including inmates still locked in cells on the ground level, with many of the jailed immersed in chest and neck level water and left without food, electricity, fresh air, clean water, or functioning facilities for four days and nights). As regards threats liberty and security of the person, and threats to freedom of expression and coercion of the press that authorities may have sought to intimidate to help cover up governmental abuse or ineptitude, it was reported that New Orleans police “hurled to the ground” a photographer for the Canadian Toronto Star daily, grabbed his two cameras, removed memory cards from them, and then insulted and threatened him when he asked for his property back. The Information Office of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China, The Human Rights Record of the United States in 2005, PEOPLE’S DAILY ONLINE, english.people.com.cn/200603/09/eng20060309_249259.html (March 9, 2006) [hereinafter Human Rights Record]. It was also reported that New Orleans police officers attacked and detained a local newspaper reporter and then smashed his camera equipment to the ground while the reporter was covering a shoot-out between local residents and police. Id.


persons, use of excessive physical force, etc.)


The United Nations Economic Rights Committee, which oversees implementation of the UN Economic Covenant, has noted:
The human right to adequate housing, which is thus derived from the right to an adequate standard of living, is of central importance for the enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural rights.
7. In the Committee’s view, the right to housing should not be interpreted in a narrow or restrictive sense which equates it with, for example, the shelter provided by merely having a roof over one’s head or views shelter exclusively as a commodity. Rather it should be seen as the right to live somewhere in security, peace and dignity. This is appropriate for at least two reasons. In the first place, the right to housing is integrally linked to other human rights and to the fundamental principles upon which the Covenant is premised. This “the inherent dignity of the human person” from which the rights in the Covenant are said to derive requires that the term “housing” be interpreted so as to take account of a variety of other considerations, most importantly that the right to housing should be ensured to all persons irrespective of income or access to economic resources. Secondly, the reference in article 11 (1) must be read as referring not just to housing but to adequate housing. As both the Commission on Human Settlements and the Global Strategy for Shelter to the Year 2000 have stated: “Adequate shelter means … adequate privacy, adequate space, adequate security, adequate lighting and ventilation, adequate basic infrastructure and adequate location with regard to work and basic facilities— all at a reasonable cost.”
8. Thus the concept of adequacy is particularly significant in relation to the right to housing since it serves to underline a number of factors which must be taken into account in determining whether particular forms of shelter can be considered to constitute “adequate housing” for the purposes of the Covenant. While adequacy is determined in part by social, economic, cultural, climatic, ecological and other factors, the Committee believes that it is nevertheless possible to identify certain aspects of the right that must be taken into account for this purpose in any particular context.
Id. at para. 7-8. The U.N. Economic Rights Committee noted that the following factors are to be considered in determining whether housing is adequate: (a) Legal security of tenure; (b) the availability of services, materials, facilities and infrastructure; (c) affordability; (d) habitability; (e) accessibility; (f) location; and (g) cultural adequacy. Id. at para. 8.

See, e.g., Medea Benjamin, Two Months Later, Katrina Survivors are Losing the Battle to Return Home, CODEPINK - WOMEN
FOR PEACE, http://www.codepink4peace.org/article.php?id=575 (last visited Apr. 9, 2006) (discussing how New Orleans, a city whose population included 65% black residents before Hurricane Katrina, continues to undergo “whitification” because renters who could afford rent and who had housing before Hurricane Katrina have returned to find that they have either been evicted or have had their rent substantially raised to unaffordable levels); Wssw, Three Months After the Katrina Disaster: New Orleans Left for Dead, INDY BAY, Dec. 14, 2005, at http://www.indybay.org/news/2005/12/1790286.php (noting that 40,000 families are living in trailers, only 8,780 trailers were provided by FEMA, and thousands of trailers stored nearby have not been delivered because FEMA has not paid the suppliers); see Greg Thomas, Home Prices Take Off After Katrina, TIMES-PICAYUNE, Feb. 19, 2006, http://www.nola.com/news/tp/frontpage/index.ssf?/base=news-5/114033234146440.xml (discussing rising home prices post-Katrina); see also Harry J. Holzer, Back to Work in New Orleans, The Brookings Institution, Oct. 2005; The Brookings Institution, Rebuilding After Katrina: Forming the Federal-State-Local Partnership for Southern Louisiana, Feb. 21, 2006 [Transcript prepared from a Tape Recording]; Human Rights Record, supra note 55 (noting that “The homeownership rate for blacks is 48.1 percent compared with 75.4 percent for whites.”).


For articles addressing the violation of the right to education see, e.g., Meese, Butler, & Holmes supra note 59. The authors note the following:

In the wake of the hurricane, schoolchildren in affected areas have significant opportunities for a brighter educational future. Public education in New Orleans, for example, has not adequately served the needs of all children: 65 percent of New Orleans schools failed to make the state’s performance standard this year, compared to 11 percent of schools statewide. In Orleans Parish, 76 percent of students come from economically disadvantaged households, diminishing their options for alternatives to inadequate public schools.

The number of people who died as a result of Hurricane Katrina remains unknown. See Democracy Now, How Many are Missing and Dead After Katrina? Three Months After the Hurricane ...., Dec. 9, 2005, at www.democracynow.org/article.pl?id=05/12/09/1444207; Reportedly, over 6,600 people, including 1,300 children, are missing. Amy Goodman reported that many people may be missing because families were separated during their evacuation. Newsday correspondent Tina Susman gave the following account of one mother’s story of how she was almost separated from her two children: They were waiting to get on a bus, and when, finally, they were able to get onto that bus, she told me that a police officer came and took her two children—one is six, and one is a one-year-old—took them, and put them on the bus and tried to prevent her from getting on the bus. The idea was ‘Well let’s get the kids on the bus,’ which might sound okay, except that if the rest of the family is getting left behind and there’s no way for people to get them back together what really–really, what good does it do? That’s why we are in the mess we are in now.

The United States turned down offers of expert assistance from Israel and other nations in the crucial first days after Hurricane Katrina devastated New Orleans, JTA has learned.”)

In discussing a marriage ban, Anne Wynne cited inequality in FEMA’s granting of family benefits as one of the ways same-sex couples are already discriminated against. Id. See also Tina Susman, Looking for the Lost: The Search for Children Scattered by Katrina, Dec. 4, 2005, http://www.operationlookout.org/lookoutmag/Katrina_Lost.htm.

See, e.g., Ron Kampeas, U.S. Rejects Initial Israeli Disaster Aid, JEWISH NEWS OF GREATER PHOENIX ONLINE, at http://www.jewishaz.com/issues/story.mv?050916+disaster (Sept. 16, 2006) (noting that “The United States turned down offers of expert assistance from Israel and other nations in the crucial first days after Hurricane Katrina devastated New Orleans, JTA has learned.”); Barry Schweid, Rice Says All Hurricane Aid Offers From Other Countries Will Be Accepted, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Sept. 1, 2005, http://www.wwltv.com/local/stories/wwl090105usagetshelp.16cbe69d.html (noting that State Department spokesman Sean McCormack said that “Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice has decided ‘no offer that can help alleviate the suffering of the people in the afflicted area will be refused,’” but also noting that “in Moscow, a Russian official said the U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency had rejected a Russian offer to dispatch rescue teams and other aid.”); In U.S. Rejects Iran’s Oil Bribe, NEWSMAX.COM, at http://www.newsmax.com/archives/ic/2005/9/7/133810.shtml (Sept. 7, 2005), Carl Limbacher noted: Iran offered to send the United States 20 million barrels of crude oil in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina if Washington waived trade sanctions, but a State Department official said Wednesday that offer was rejected. In a gesture that mirrors American aid offers after a devastating 2003 earthquake in Iran, Tehran’s envoy to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries said his government would ship up to 20 million barrels of oil, state radio reported late Tuesday.
See e.g. Democracy Now, Role of Race and Class in Government’s Response to Hurricane Katrina, INDY BAY, Dec. 9, 2005, www.indybay.org/news/2005/12/1788883.php; Benjamin, supra note 61; Democracy Now, New Orleans Residents Face Eviction From Homes as Rents Skyrocket, INDY BAY, Dec. 16, 2005, www.indybay.org/news/2005/12/1790920.php; see Ross, supra note 64 (addressing gentrification and rebuilding and noting that the need for internally displaced persons, especially women, to have “quality public housing” instead of “permanent refugee camps” and noting how displaced persons have the right to return and rebuild their community and the right to assistance for rebuilding).

See Association of Trial Lawyers of America, ATLA in Motion, TRIAL, Dec. 2005, at 10, available at WL 41-DEC JTLATRIAL 10 (noting that the Katrina Volunteer Protection Act and the Gulf Coast Recovery Act grant broad limits on civil liability to individuals and contractors, thereby eliminating the private remedies available to citizens for use against certain contractors).

Appendices I - V to this article highlight individuals and bodies associated with inter-governmental organizations that have competency to investigate international human rights law violations perpetrated by the United States. The Appendices provide information about the United Nations Race Committee, the United Nations Human Rights Committee, the United Nations Special Procedures (e.g., Special Rapporteurs, Independent Experts, Special Representatives of the Secretary-General, and Working Groups), and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights.
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End of Document